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Wage reports aimed at fighting fraud

For the Intelligencer

New monthly wage reports will help stop individuals from illegally collecting unemployment benefits while working because officials will have the most up-to-date wage information available, the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) said today.

Monthly reports also will help prevent fraud in the Medicaid and Affordable Care Act programs because if someone is already earning wages, they are not eligible for unemployment benefits.

This first-in-the-nation effort shows the state of Illinois and the United States government the importance of ensuring taxpaying employers and leveraging technology to reach these goals.

The new monthly fight-unemployment reports will cover every employer and employee in the state to ensure that they are meeting their responsibilities.

The IDES has implemented a series of cost-efficient methods in order to prevent it before it starts. These monthly wage reports help do exactly that,” IDES Director Jay Rowell said. “This common-sense approach will help keep every employer in violation of the law from taking away from the earnings of all others, month after month. They can say no to the right within their subdivisions or to control the signs. They can say no to the right within their subdivisions or to control the signs. They can say no to the right within their subdivisions or to control the signs. They can say no to the right within their subdivisions or to control the signs. They can say no to the right within their subdivisions or to control the signs.

They shouted, “THE POLLS ARE NOW CLOSED!”

For example, January’s monthly report is due by February 28. The late reporting penalty for January is a $10 penalty per job employee. This penalty for January will be waived.

Quarterly wage and contribution reports continue.

For example, wage reports will be required for January and February while the March quarterly report remains unchanged for wages and contributions. This pattern repeats each quarter. Also, newly hired employers who have not filed a report by the due date will need to file back wages for the entire month.

Monthly and quarterly reports will be due using TaxNet, the IDES online tax-reporting system. Employers registered on TaxNet can use their existing account. Other employers can register at https://taxnet.illinois.gov. TaxNet will accept a comma separated (.csv) plain ASCII text file for the monthly wage report. Technical details, including a file format guide, are available at www.monthlyreporting.com.

The changes are part of the state’s SMART Action, which used solution-oriented, rapid responses and creative services to reform Illinois Employment Security. This also means that if you file your report electronically, you will receive a confirmation notification that your file was received.

The filing will be due March 29, 2013. The penalty for late filing is a $10 penalty per job employee. This penalty for late filing will not be waived.
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